
"SEEKING SERVICES" 
 

Florence Watkins is a 68 year old grandmother caring for her three grandchildren. The 
children, Robert (14), Mileya (10) and Franklin (4).  The children were placed with Florence two 
years ago when their mother, Florence's daughter, was incarcerated for drug trafficking. 
Florence has since adopted the children.   Robert and Mileya's father is in and out of the 
picture.  They have occasional contact with their paternal grandmother.  Franklin's birth father 
is also incarcerated, service 15 years for manslaughter, He regularly writes letters to Florence 
to read to Franklin.   
 
Florence was not prepared to care for 3 children at this time in her life.  She retired at age 65 
from her job at the factory and was enjoying her "new life" by going on bus trips and visiting 
with friends.  She was an avid gardener and belonged to the local garden club.  She continues to 
attend church, bringing the children along but no longer has time for bible study, choir and the 
Women's Society. 
 
Robert is an active and growing teen--he is 6 feet tall and almost 200 pounds!  He is an average 
student but has little interest in school.  Despite being a gifted athlete, his attitude and his 
grades are too poor to make the team.  He is lazy around the house and has no plans for his 
future.  Robert appears to be very angry and refuses to talk with his mother when she calls.  
 
Mileya is a slender girl who is shy.  She likes school but has severe allergies to food, pollen, dust 
and pets.  This has resulted in asthma which keeps her home from school frequently.  
Consequently, she is behind and at risk of failing this school year. 
 
Franklin is a busy pre-schooler who has been diagnosed with ADHD.  He was born drug-exposed 
and the extent of the impact is unknown.  He frequently has ear infections and has had 
pneumonia twice.  He requires constant attention and adult supervision to keep him entertained. 
He is already a handful at four!! 
 
In a recent phone call to a friend, Florence said: 
•she is tired and overwhelmed--she never gets a break 
•there are days she doesn't feel like getting out of bed 
•her two bedroom apartment is to small for the growing family 
•she receives $701 in social security and $750 in adoption subsidy--she is behind in her bills 
•she is worried that Robert will get involved with a gang. 
•she fears that Mileya will get left behind which will devastate the little girl 
•she doesn't know if she can parent Franklin much longer 
 
Help her find services and supports to prevent a disruption!! 


